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J/,g g.(J"

BY
(l..S

JCR EDGAR L. PEaITT V
told to Lt. m. • Mcnroe, ':-r.)

(!.l,,-jor pe.litt, veteran of 52 B-26 arauder missions over Africa,
Pentelleri , Sicily, sardinia, Italy and southern Fr~oe, is group
bombing officer of the -Big-tail Eirds", oldest medium bomb gro p
in tOe Mediterrene~n theater.)
One advantage of retreat the Germans have utilized in Italy is
the chance to blow u

bridge after bridbe in the face Df our troops.

But

have to satisfy themselves with dela'iog

~here

tee German

advance, ,,111 d ..irpower h s reached 'IIay behind

enem~'

ur

linea to cut

hie Gup.ly route by knocki " out brid"es &11 alon, the reads fro,.,
the front to Frllllce c.nd Germany.

The j b has bee

medium bomber. with dive bombers

~d ~eQvies

done mostly by

itchin

in on special

jobs.
The disru tion re ulti
Jerr

no~

concentr~tes ~roUDd

is evident from the amount of flak
Vital bridges.

virtual :'y undefended early in Augu,.t.

~h

It lien brid es were

twas vlhe

our B-26's

began bridGs-bueting--before the first ll..nding on Italy
only

0

osition

"s m rsh ..J.Uu

o~e

The

roper.

Inen brid es were close to other tl..r ets, such

ards, or

c:>

~ere

(

near the front lines.

,'"'0

In the n«xt four months anti-bridGe raids increased in in teoo.l
ty.
( .•
The Germane h.,d to do somethin
fl~t

about it, eve

batteries from other targete.

to divertin

In December our

form~tlons

to run into flak l..t the start of their runs 8&ai at brid es.
showed the guns were clustered

he,,1IY~
began

This

round the brld;es, not other targets.
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The new fl&t defense, however, W&S no more of
bridges than at other targets.
consider in planning.

The

~

problem around

It wus just one more fetor to

Id milk runs on bridges were fun while

they lasted, but a group th&t once sent six- lane sea sweeps out to
skip-bomb armed oonvoys learns not to expect milk runs.
Bombing bridges has become an elaborate art.
trainin

for it came over pantelleria when

so small we couldn't see them.
or three landm

OUr elementLry

e bombed gun positions

e solved that by picking out two

ks near the target and bombing a point relative

to them.
Like a gun position, a bridGe is a pinpoint target requiring
unusual accuracy.

However, a bridge is big enough so that bomb&r-

diers can aim at the structure itself, although not all bridges are
easy to find by any means.
The difference between a bridge and any other pinpoint is its
rectan.ular shape, a factor Which affeots axis of attack.

using the

length of the bridge of compensate for sidewise deflection of our
bombs, we may hit a small bridge (under 200 feet long) broadside.
L rger bridges we often hit at about 45 degrees, depending on the

range or strinG spread of the bombs to lay dovm a number of direct
hits.
Ell t other factors than shape determine axis.

Wind and flak

also enter in.
An upwind
creasin

p roach, for instance, improves

~ccuracy

by de-

the formation's ground speed so that a standard length bomb

run can start at a point closer to the target.
s better view of the bridge durin

This gives bombardiers

the run.
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x x x durin

-

•

,

the run.

n u wi' d, or dOIYnwind, approach also "kills" drift so that the
bombsights need be set for dro ping angle ( tfecting range) only,
whereas on a crosswind axis drfft must be pre-set as well.
A route to avoid flak
bridge u

oaiticns around other targets near a

usually can be worked out, but there's no lay to avoid

gunS concentrated around the bridge itself.

However, over a well-

f1akked brid e, 'lie can send in different flights on slightjy different
axes.

With the gunners below working on one or two of the flights,

the others are likely to have an unmolested bomb run.
The difficulty in hitting a pinpoint is that any one of a
number of items can wreck accuracy.
job, but there's

~lways

Our weather men do an amazing

a chance that a bad -met" forecast can throw

our bombs off before takeoff.

It could go wrung on winds, resulting

in a pre-set drift error vhioh the bombardier may or may not have
time to correct on the bomb run.

Or it could fumble barometric

pressure at the target, prevsnting bombardiers from computing correctly their actual altitude above the target.
Another pre- 1anning item is the interva10meter settin.

On

a 3D-foot wide brid e, bombs of the lead ship of each element, which
carries a bombsight, may be set to fall at, say, 50-foot intervals.
Wing ship bomb intervals may be set at 30 feet.
This is because the .lin

bomb

lead shi 's bombs start droppin
to start short of the target to
between

le~d

ana wing ships.

diers drop wten they see the
The lead ship's string is set

co~

ensate for the dropping lag

The 50-foot interva1 will brin

last few bombs of the lead ship across the bridge.

the

IS ship strings

-3-~
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shoul

be directl

~cross

~ng ship S~ngS

x XX

BRIDGE-BUSTING (pcwitt)-4

..

.

the bridge, the 30-foot setting preventing

any" jU1!lps II •
propriate fuses and bomb sizes have to be decided on for the
bridge to be attacked.

Generally thousand-pounders are carried for

solidly built bridges and lesser sizes for fraler spans.

on

co. crete

brid es the fusing is usually less than five hundredths of a second.
but enough to permit penetraticn into the concrete so that the exploaion pushes outward, crumbling the bridge.
is enough for

d

of the bomb.

steel is harder to

such u small delay

five to ten foot penetration because of the velocity

used on steel to

!l;

oclt out.

Instantaneous fuses are

revent the bOlnb cr shing thrOUgh girders and ex-

ploding 10 the open air beneath.

The actual jub of bomb aimiLg and dropping begins when the
formation reaches its IP or initial point.
point where b mb&rdiers should be
ships

0

~ble

This is

re-arr&Dged

to pick up tile target, all

en bomb bay doors end the flights change from route to

attack formation.
The route formation

s astandard defensive formation to

~ass

the firepower of individual ships against enemy fighters, but the
a tack

form~ion

must be

al~ays

a compromise binee bombi.g 'ocuraey and flak evasion usually

pl~~ed

call for different arrangements.
i

ths target are

differently for each tar st.

It is

Nor can the likelihood of fibhters

bs forgotten even in planning the attack p ttern.

For bombi g accurucy the ideal formation would be a long line
of bombers in sin-Ie file, all equip ed with bombsi hts.
would mea separate run.

Each bomber

BUt in combat that would leave them open
- 4 -
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BRIDGE~BUSTI;IG

~d

to murderous flak
fli6bts

~ttack

x x x leave them open

duck soup for fighters.

A compromise is to have

not far behind one another, ueing slightly different

axes. with sections sue'] as three-ship elements making their own runs.
This

lan gets a number of ships over the t.ar-et at the slUDe

time"and still permits enough disporaol so that

~ti-aircraft

will be forced to shoot at qnly a part of the attackers,
others free.

gunners

le~vlng

the

Ner does it disperse us too much to deal with righters,

for i-,e can join up at?;ain qUickly after the run, since the flights
remain Virtually intaft,
sure

th~

enemy flak

~d

~ill

over the

t~rset

itself ne

c~

be fairly

keep enemy fighters away.

BY the time tVe re.. ch the IP t.nd turn in to the target the enelll1
Knows

retty

ell What we're going ror, but he doeen't know bow we

plan to hit it.

so lie go into ev"sive action, changing altitude and

zig-zQgoing to keep him

ues3ing.

e may ..lso feint in at the target

only to pUllout and come in another \yay.
Thie deception continues until we onlJ have 35 to 50 sedonds left
for a bomb run.

Then the flight lea ers Give a wing waggle and the

bombardiers wi th sights are
the leaders closely &&

B~

0

their own.

Those in l'Iing ships

1J ..tch

as to relesse their bombs the instant the

first missile falls from the lead ship.
The most delicate factor to control on the bcmb run is sidewise
drift.

7i1 th tlle _pilot maintaininl) the planned speed and a1 t1 tude, the

bombardier can

et the range with hie eignt by dropping ..t precisely

the right moment.
drift, allowing

~l

The bombardier

But both the bombardier and pilot hbve to

wor~

on

op ortunity for either or both to over-correct.

* ·corrects· for drift with his sight,
- 5 -
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x x X signt, but this

alone has no effect On the bombs until the

the al. rplanein the
actu

•

i ven direction.

ly is an indication of

ilot turns

The bombardier's "correction-

called-for correction and appears in

the deflections of the POI needle (pilot Direction Indicator) on the
instrument panel.
•

But, to perfect the keen teaawork necessary,
trained in addition to talk to their

bomb~rdiers

are

llots like a catcher talking

to his pitcher, keeping up a steady flow of chatter:

"Left, left,

steady, now ycu've got it, right a bit, steady, steady, hold her •• • w
If pre-mission computations were right and the bombardier kills
his rate and drift before dropping, he Inll hit the target.
corrections are made the bombardier is synchronized.

When these

That doesn't

mean only th t his cross-hairs were on the target when he dropped, but
that his croes-hairs were on the target and were remaining there as
the

lane moved steadily on its course.
In combat, of course, it's not our standard procedure that goes

wron , but the trOUble eomes in a new set of

roblems presented by

aeach new target.
some bridges are so small or so well hidden in mountain folds
that picking them up at all becomes a main problem.

e .,ent Over one

viaduct in Italy twice without seeing it in time to make a run.
situated in a little valley without distinguishing features, you
couldn't

6

ot it until you

~ere

right on top of it.

BY then it was

too late.
Even on the most obvious targets, clouds frequently interfere
with sighting.

sometimes an open space over the target enables

bombardiers to pick it up just in time for a short run.
- 6 -
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X

on the

Fan~

-

''C-

bridge, which crosses the Metauro river at its mouth on Italy's east
coast, a Marauder formation
cleared.

ot right over the target before clouds

It was too late to drop, but there was no flak and the

f11 ht commander hud seen a trough in the clouds running at right
angles to the planned ap roach.

He ewung the formation around in a

wide 270-degree turn and came back in.
but lon

The im romptu run was short,

enough to knock out the bridge with direct hits.

sometimes cloud 1
bri ef ed al ti tude.

ers force us to make a run at other than the

e he ge against that in two 1ays.

up data for altitudes varyin
of 500 feet.

one is to set

from the briefed altitude by multiples

If pilots drop 500 feet at u time bombcrdiers &till

ill have pre-"rr 1ged data for the bomb run.
But if the

ilot actuallJ starts on the run "t

he's i structed to stay there.
correction,
on the

~round

~other

un

~

Then the bombardier makes a hasty

tiJG What the altitude is and fi
h

altitUde.

a ~f Ll ti tude

uri~

how m y feet

must com ensate fcr--his bombsight being pre-set for
He knows the dimensions of the brid e he's bombing

can jUdee the necessary correction by the size of the bridge in

his sight.
For instancee, he muy estimate the correctio
gro

d to be 150 feet.

in feet on the

rnen, if he's bombing a BOO-foot brid e. he

lill release his bombs with t e cross-hairs off the target by half
the length of the bridge.
Flak can be more than just a psycholOGical hazard.
it can do w thout dama in

the

Ona thing

lane is to bounce it around so that

a steady run is thwarted.
- 7 -
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on

~

caused a

.

•
x.. x x run is thr&ed.
~

recent raid e ai.st

h avily defended bridge a direct hit

xplosion in one shi.

It not only sent the ship hit

do n in flanes, but the

bl~st

a neighbori g bomber

thut the bomb rdier oouldn't see the target.

He dro ped

SO

also

ffected the sight mechanism of

11ay on the mance that he "as u.ready synchronized

when the explosion occurred, but his bombs bit over (beyond).
Another Vital bridge was notoriously hard to hit because it
was both unusu lly small

nd particularly well protected.

mediums and dive bombers had failed to hit it.
chance

t it, we divided our

different

form~tions

minutes apart.
that e emy fi

size

~~en

form~tion

we got a

into three

and cried out three distinct missions fifteen

e vlere tEk in
~ers

stand~rd

So

Other

advantage of intelligence information

in the area lere ne 11gi ble, but

ourselves open to flak.

,'Ie

were laying

However, it turned out well--no shi s 1 st

end one of the three missions knocked out the bridge.
on a normal mission ',Ie expect to secure a bomb concentration
within 200 yards of the target, plUS a few scattered bombs which
inevitably stray because of misheps to individual planes.

such a

concentration almost never leaves a bridge undamaged.
e
what

c~ry

cameras that can tell not only what was hit, but usually

irplanes dropped vhich bombs.

sometimes what looked like a

perfect concentration to crews will prove to be emoke
drifted over the brid e from the

w~ich

at1

ctual concentration off to one side.

other times the photo interpetere will find ths results to be better
than crews reported.
Our bridge cwmpaign has not only forced the Gsrmans to cluster
badly needed heavy guns aroundbr1dges, but it also has forced them
- 8 -
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x-x x 'also has

f~ced

.

•

them

to muster expert engineers and vital materials to speed repairs of
wrecked spans.

In some

c~ses

they are reported to have completed

reconstruction of badly damaged bridges within 24 hours.
24 hours' delay in German sup lies can be of critical
our

0111

infantry and most of their jobs

BUt even

assist~ce

to

e longer, especially when

t

two Or three bridges are knocked out along the sarne road or railroad.
Not .any weeke ego we started carryin6 a few long-del y bombs
scattered around the formatien in an effort to hinder repairs.

These

bombs burrow into the earth a number of feet and then curve out
laterally.
e em

EXcavation before they go off is impracticable.

can't tel: exactly

~en

The

theY're going off. nor does he know

where underground they have come to rest unlees he does plenty of
di ging.
They may ex lode ss lon
in the

as 24 hours after dropping.

round around the bridge, they

hazard to workers

d mey cause

~

erve

8S

Imbedded

a psychological

c sualties and further damage

on deton<.tion.
The 10 G-delay bombe also give our own crews a boost.
good to bep playing a comfortable

~cmeof

It feels

pO'er the day after a raid

end be able to say, "That big sleeper's probably going off right now."
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